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About This Game

Formula Truck 2013 for Windows - PC is the official simulator of the popular Brazilian Formula Truck series - the most
competitive truck racing series in the world!

Experience the thrill of racing aboard the 5-ton, 1200 HP turbocharged super-trucks which compete in the series!

Features

Realistic truck racing simulator

Light on system requirements
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Title: Formula Truck 2013
Genre: Racing, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Reiza Studios
Publisher:
Reiza Studios
Release Date: 10 Apr, 2013

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7 / 8

Processor: 1,4 GHz Pentium or 100% compatible CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 Compatible with minumum 256 MB Video Memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

English,French,German
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Nobody said it\u00b4s a mod of rFactor. But it is.
No problem, but if you price your mod like that, you should at least work at main themes of a racing game, like AI. They
didn\u00b4t, it\u00b4s as stupid as it\u00b4s always been in rF.
Physics, graphics and stuff are done well, but it\u00b4s all still rF1 out of 2005.. I like this game, it\u2019s different from other
types of racing. However, trying to get the controls set up for wheels is very challenging. I 90% of the time playing was spent
trying to get the trucks to drive well and keeping them under control. I want to like this game, unfortunately there is not much In
the line of support for it when searching on forums.. The final explaination to "will humans race anything that moves?"
Yes, we will.
about the game?
Imagine ETS2 but fun...and alot harder. LOL. It doesn't work. It crashes all the time on the start. Give me back my 3,59pln or I
will report the developers.. These trucks are very nice and really fast racing can be very hard and very exciting.
This game looks similar to the Stock Car Extreme game, same graphics and tracks but truck racing is very different than the
SCE cars and it's a unique experience.
The worst "feature" of Formula Truck and Stock Car Extreme games is that there is almost no multiplayer, there are some
locked servers where some racing clans play sometimes and 1 or 2 free servers that are empty. So most gamers must play single
player mode vs the AI trucks. The AI cars of both FT and SCE games are good, but not almost perfect, like the Race07 game,
they can't behave well in many sudden and unexpected situations.
Overall it's a good (and unique) game, i wish the AI was better and there were free multiplayer servers with many players.. with
all due respect . . The game is not worth half the price. A gateway drug to Game Stock Car Extreme,

I brought formula truck 2013 first thinking I didnt like normal car games..
impressed by the physics and sounds of formula truck 2013.. but found my skills driving trucks to be horribly bad
The game itself is awesome.. but best purchased with its more complete brother :) the two make a perfect combination

As this is a steam review.. I refuse to say something stupid that ends up with "would do again"
alas, I used to be a good truck driver like you until I took an arrow to the knee!. cant really fault this sim but if im going to have
any gripes i think it should expand to more world tracks and events this sim has all the right sounds ,handling etc..i would enjoy
it even more on a high end pc i reckon ,now all ive got to get is spa and the green hell! i give this 99\/100!. Changing my review,
I don't recommend this title to anyone since developers acting like \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s to
customers and crowdfunding backers. Don't support those people if they don't change their attitude.. One of the most exotic and
spectacular auto sports implemented with an excellent finish - high fidelity rFactor physics, definite truck models, features
championship on 10 different Brazil circuits. Beautiful trucks with modified engines and drivetrains, extensive body aerokits. I
hope that Reiza will continue Formula Truck series with new seasons. Highly recommended simulation.
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I got this game because the idea of trucks going fast is hilarious to me. That was a bad decision.

After spending 40 minutes navigating the world's most obtuse menus to find the right button to exit the pit lane, I was going
around a beautiful track and exiting the tarmac on every corner. No really, unless you're already an expert, judging brake
distances is impossible. There's no driving school, and trying to find guides not in Brazilian Portuguese is an exercise in futility.
Unless you already know all the ins and outs of driving a REALLY FAST TRUCK you aren't getting anywhere in this game.

Considering Reiza Studio's track record, though, I'm sure this is an excellent simulator for the people already in the know. This
is probably your only option decent for simulating the act of being in a fast truck, racing against other fast trucks on the various
tracks around Brazil. On those terms, I'm sure this will treat you well, but please keep in mind that you won't learn how to drive
these trucks with this game.

Wheel and pedals with force feedback required.. Was the dark of the moon on the sixth of June
In a Kenworth pullin' logs
Cab-over Pete with a reefer on
And a Jimmy haulin' hogs
We is headin' for bear on I-one-oh
'Bout a mile outta Shaky Town
I says, "Pig Pen, this here's the Rubber Duck.
"And I'm about to put the hammer down."

By the time we got into Tulsa Town,
We had eighty-five trucks in all.
But they's a roadblock up on the cloverleaf,
And them bears was wall-to-wall.
Yeah, them smokies is thick as bugs on a bumper;
They even had a bear in the air!
I says, "Callin' all trucks, this here's the Duck.
"We about to go a-huntin' bear."

Well, we laid a strip for the Jersey shore
Prepared to cross the line
I could see the bridge was lined with bears
But I didn't have a dog-goned dime.
I says, "Pig Pen, this here's the Rubber Duck.
"We just ain't a-gonna pay no toll."
So we crashed the gate doing ninety-eight
I says "Let them truckers roll, 10-4.". Truck drifting simulator. Coming into a corner (Drifting) and coming out of the corner
(Drifting). 1000\/10. I couldn't figure out the set my gamepad completely. Steering wheel is awfully sensitive with keyboard
arrows or even with xbox 360 gamepad!
Although Menu view is so simple,controller and racing settings are complicated.And graphics aren't good as you see in the
pictures(with full graphic settings)
By the way, when i changed the camera angle to the backside of the truck, game begins freezing occasionally.
Braking is terrible...
Shortly: Totally dissappointment!!
I'm very regretful to buy this piece of game !!. <This is a placeholder until I get the time to actually write a proper review.>.
Don't waste your money, It's literally a stand alone mod of rFactor and not that great of one either. Heck, you could probably
find something exactly like this for free on one of the various sites for rFactor mods.. A friend of mine owned a copy of this
and we played a few thousand hours over there, as part of the xmas sale I felt it was time to finaly buy it (along with stock car
extream)

that being said. This is not really a game for everyone, this is a hard core sim, and the trucks themselfs are not that easy to drive.
its heavy, got lots of torque, and not that agile. but the long breakingzones, and really good drafting and accelration that they do
have makes it great at pack racing. Despite logic, the tracks used are tight, often far more narrow then you would want. but,
thats what makes this fun. The ai is top notch and the physics are pretty solid as well. the sounds are also great.
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that being said, for people with a wheel, I strongly recomend it, for people with only a gamepad,(which I have played half of my
hours or more with) its still very playable, but, I would struggle to recomend it as much.

If you own stock cars extream and love that, get this and love this as well.

overall, i really have to recomend this, especaly when its on sale, really fun, and a great way to waste hours of your life
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